ABOUT KANOE THE KAZOO

Since 2003, Kanoe the Kazoo and its several hosts work together to offer guided paddle trips within our watershed to local citizens. Our mission is to introduce the community to the beauty and recreational opportunities that surround us. As well as provide information on the ecology and pollution issues within the Kalamazoo River Watershed.

REGISTER HERE!

Visit kalamazooriver.org to learn more and to register.

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED!

AUGUST 6TH, 2022

SPONSORED BY
Lunch is provided at the end of the float at Historic Bridge park.

Donuts, juice, water provided in the morning.

Free T-shirt, dry bag & other fun info.

The trip will take approximately 3 - 3.5 hours.

The event will be capped at 50 paddlers.

QUESTIONS? - CONTACT BESSIE (269-966-3355 EXT. 1889)
BESTEARS@BATTLECREEKMIGOV

KAYAK RENTAL IS $25
INCLUDES KAYAK, LIFE VESTS, PADDLE
MUST CALL MARSHALL REC CENTER PRIOR TO EVENT TO RENT KAYAK
269-781-5166